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Symbols Employed and their Signifioanoe, 

A= cross aeational area in square centimeters. 
c = concentration in gram equivalents per liter, 

o = concentration in gram equivalents :per e.c. 

E = electromotive force in volts. 
F = the Faraday equivalent= 96,500 coulombs. 

i • degree of dissociation. 

I • the current (oonatant) in amperes. 

i = the currant (variable} in amperes. 

k d s~ecifio ~onduotanoe conductance in mhos of 

a solution placed between opposite insulated 

faces of a centimeter cube• 

Lo conductance in mhos. 

~- equivalent conductivity. 

m • number of ions into which an electrolyte 
dissooiatea, 

;;= molecular oonduotivity e conductance in mhoa 
of a solution containing one gram mole of 
solute when placed between two pa1 .. allel 

electrodes 1 cm. apart and of indefinite areao 

N = nolume normality 
n total charge associated with the cation 

constituent. 

n0 = the cation transference number. 
na • anion transferenoe number~ 1 - n0 • 



R = resistance in ohms. 

Ro = apeoifio rasi stanoe = reoi:prooal of spe oifio 

conductanoe. 

Ra gas constant in calorics :per de;;res. 
Tc absolute temperature. 

t = time in seconds. 
Ua+ = velocity of cation unde~ unit potential slope. 
Uc- Q velocity of anion under unit potential slope, 
u0 velocity of cation constitutent under unit 

potential slo~e. 
Ua • velocity of anion constituent -under unit 

potential slo:pe. 

u 0 = observed velocity of cation constituent• 

11a. • observed velocity of anion constituent. 
x • diatanoe in centimeters. 

FU11damental RelationshiDS, 
Et: IR 

11c = U0 dE/d:2:. ~fua+ dE/a:x 
C = 1000 C 

)4= nA 
Ac: 1000 tt /c 
R::: R0x/A 

L = t A/x 



INTRODUCTION 

The oonduotion process in metals and in 

solutions of electrolytes, that is. in oondootors of 
the first and second class respeet:tvely, is essentially 
different. !n the first case the assumption is 

generally made, and is Justified e:xperimental ly that 

the free electrons within the metal, which seem to be 
chiefly responsible for the common metallic properties 

of the metals. are the sole carriers of the electric 
current and it is the motion of these charged 

particles w1 th res:peot to the stationary crystal 

lattice of the metal that constitutes tha passage of 

a current through the metal. The waterman equilibrium 

theory of metallic conduction presents the most 

acceptable pieture of metallio conduction, to the 

chemist at least, since it assumes an equilibrium 

between metal atoms. metal ions, and free electrons. 

analagous completely to the Ostwald ailution law for 

electrolytic conduction. The relatively high ratio 
of charge to nass of the free electrons compared with 

the metal ions and the crystal forces bearing upon 

these metal ions prevent them from sharing in the 

conduction proae~s as do the oations in solutions 



of electrolytes and the anions, or electrons, are the 

sole oa.1--ri ers. 
In second class oon~1ction, free eleatrons are 

absent, and it is the simu1taneous motion of two 

different kinds of' clecti~ici ty in oppooi to directions 

and very often at quite different rates which 
oonstitutec the passage of the current t.h~o11gh a 

conductor of the second class, and it is this 
difference in the conduction Drocess in the two 

classes of conductors which lead to au.ch :phenomena. as 

are always observed at the interface between a 

conductor of the first and e conductor of the second 

class. The two kinds of electr1oity set in motion in 

an electrolytic conductor upon the a1mlication of an 

electric field are associated with relatively 12.rge 

masses and the frictional resistance of these charged 
bodies or ions is very a.arge compared \nth that of the 

very minute free eleetrona of metals, thus accounting 

for the lower order of magnitude of the conduct1.v1ty 
of solutions of eleotrolytes compared with that for 

met9.ls. :But it is just these things, t.11.e 1•elative 

sluggishness of the current carriers, and tho optical 

:properties of these systems which contain¢ no free 

eleotrons 1 that make investigation of these conductors 



more aocesei ble. The general subj act of the :pr eaent 

paper deals with a particular method of ascertaining 

the velocities with which these current oarriera move. 
one :point on which ·the two processes do not differ. 

however, is the fact that an adequatG theory for 
either type of oonduetion has not been developed aa 
yet• !11 the one field theories differ as to whether 

the number~ or mea..'r'.l f1 .. ee path of the 0011due·t1ng 

electrons is variable or whether both v~ry, w~ile in 

the other the dilution law of Ostwald clrishes with the 

inter-ionic attraotion theories of Debye, Rllckel, and 
Onsager, 

The1 .. e are three different methods of 

measuring the tt-anaport nut1bers and the ratio of ion 
velocities in second class conductors. The Rittorf 
or gravimetric method is the oldest chronologically 

and depends on the quantitative analysis of either 

the anolyte or oatholyt0 befo1--e and after the 

passage of a definite quantity of oleotr:f.city. to 

detormine which species of ion has cn.1.":ried. that 

fraction of the total qua..ritl ty into or out of thie 

region. 1he moving boundary method depends on the 

absolute motion of the solv2.ted ions and in the method 
whereby both cation and anion boundaries are accounted 



for, a solution of the electrolyte whoso transference 
numbers are being determined is placed betw~en two 

other solutions of electrolytes in the some solvent. 

On the :passage of a. current the cations cf all three 

solutions begin moving toward the cathode and the 

anions toward the P,_"!od.e • If the two end solutions 

fulfill certain conditions there will be a 

discontinuity or boundary between the cations of 
the oentral electrolyte anc1 the tra1J.i1~g or 

indicator ~ations of the outer electrolyte, and 

similarly for the anions at the other jUJ1ctior1, 

The third. general method fo?' the determination of 

tram ferenea data is by the measurement of the 

electromotive foroe of concentration cells with 

and witho11t diffusion. The difference of :potential 

set up at the Junotio•n of a solution of the rrnme 

electrolyte at two different concentrations ie 

caused by the dJ.ffarance in the rates of migrtltion 

of the two ions, tho more dilute solution acQuiring 

a charge corresponding to that of the ion with the 
greater velocity. A possible fourth method hue 

occured to the author. If' a strong magnetio field 

could be impressed across an electrolyte carrying a 

current, the stream lines of current re_presented by 

the ions in motion would be deflected to one side 



and this deflection would continue until the 
diffusion pptent1al from the side of higher concentra-

tion just balanced (:plus a second effect to be 

considered shortly) the daflect.ing force of the 

magnetic field. suitable electrodes plaoed on 
opposite sides of the tu.be containing the electl'olyte 

might then register the potential of thia <'oncentration 

gradient. Superimposed upon this concentration 

potent1a.1. there would be a potential due to the 

space charge :f'rom the .fact that the slower apeoies 
of ions would not be deflected as much as the 

taster species, account being taken of their relative 
masaee - this second effect would be completely 
e11alogou.s to the Hall effect in firat olaaa aondu.otar s-
It this second potential oould be differentiated from 

the ffrst it would give us immediately the relative 

velocities of ·the two ionic s»aoiea. 



RISTOR!CA'L 

The possibility of measuring the velocity of 

ionic migration directly by the observation of the 
displacement of a plane of separation between two 
ionic species originates with Sir Oliver Lodge, end 

his e~""l)eriments utilizing this idea are recorded in 
9. JO 

the British Associ2.tion R~ports of 1886"' Whetman/ 

in two ~apers dateQ 1893 and 1895 respectively, 

improves somewhat on the method of Lodge by e.voiding 

the u.ne of gelatine• Toecoomplish th.is ha ar11anged 

the specifically lighter solution over the heavier 
one in a ve1·tioal tube. ahoosins the two solutions 

euoh that the .Potential eradicmt 1rt the tu.be would 

be as nearly uniform as possible ancl consequently 

amenable to calculation i'ro.rn the :9otential drop 

aoroos the entire tube. Ire was the first to r·ealize 

the necessity of tho indicator ion bein6 opecifica.lly 

slowe1~ than the ion whose velocity was being 

measured if the boundary was to remain sharp. s 
Tho chief contribution of Orme liasson in 

:porfeoting and developing the method was in making 

available for observation a wider range of substances. 



Re reverted back to -~he use of gelB.t:i.ne for initial 

formation and maintenance of the bo".mdar:!.Bs e.na.. 

depena.ed upon coloreu. indlc2.tors for the lo cat ion 

of the rr:arein. Ee observed. l1oth anion and. cation 

botmdarios simultaneously and hence no rneastu~emants 

of current or assumptions regarding a.:tstrroution of 

.... , . 

potential were necessary. Re showed, theoretically 
and e:xp erimen t8l. ly, that the concentr8.ti on of the 

i~dicntor ions vms at1torns.ticnlly adjusted l>ohind 

t.he bount1.a:-cy to fnwh a value that the potential 

gradient acting on the in1iontor ions wao Just 

sufficient to cause them to keer, :pace vti th the 

bounda.ry. 
:i ZI'{ /~/7 

nenison and Steele, working both 

inctiviclually and together ove1-- "0er :iod cf years 

from 1902 to 1009, then doveloped and refined. the 

method to such a fjpolnt that the t:runsl)ort nu.mbora 

obtained by its uee were of the so.me 01"der of 

aacure.cy as th·ose determined by the Hi ttorf method, 

In their first article they describe an extension 

of the method in two directions. first, the 

substitution of aqueous for. gelatine solutions, and 
second, the location of the margin as a result of 



e. 

the different indices of refraction on the two sides 

of the margin, thus rendering available colorless 
indicator ions. lt first their margins were initially 

formed with the aid of a gelatine partition but 
,t 

Abegg ana Gaus showed that endosmos~s and 

oataphoresis took :place at this :pnrt1)?1tiont and. 

henceforth Dennison o.nd Steele u.sed a purely maohe.nical 

method of 1n1 tio.lly forming the boundary. Steele 

found that it was cnly over a comparatively narrow 

range of :pote11tinl graclients thc1t 'bhei:r bound.aries 

were stable, althoug..~ tharo was no theoretio~1 

justification for this restriction- With the 

refinements z1hiah these men introduced in the 

formatlt:)n.frnaintenanae, and detection of the 
boundary, the results obtained by them compared very 

favornbly with the "best" Hittorf values and the 
/3 ' agreement was still better after Miller nnd Lewis 

in 1910 showed that a correotion must be applied to 
the results of Dennison and Steele, ta1:ing into 

account the volu.rne cha~es at the electrodes. 
J:t 

The work of Franklin a.nd Cady in liquid 

am.rnonie as solvent which was repo~ted inl904 has 

a more direot bearing on the present research than 

any other, since theywere the first to use 



ascending boundaries with an anode soluble under the 

action of the electric current as tha souroe ot 
indicator ions, They derived. the ~q11ati on tor the 

velooity and transport number o~ a given ion from 

observations n:pon a single boundary and. were the 

first to utiliz,~ this method quantitatively in a 

non-aqueous solvent, 

Prom 1910 to 1923 the method of moving 

boundaries lay unused until in the la.tter year Smith 
z . ana Uacinnes p~blished the ~esults of their 

p:reliminnry studies on thl.s method~ In their 

effort to extend anti amplify the woi-1: of Denis on 

and Steele they encounterDd difficulties i~ 

o1rtain:!.ng reproducible resu.lt::i unless the 

concentration of the indicator inn ·.vas :previously 

ad.justed to the value deme.nded by the 1•elation 

c/ct • Ne/Net which will be derived in a subsequent 

_paragraph, Kohlrausch derived this :Ntlati on in an 

early paper and prediotea tho adjustment to these 
rela·tions 'NOuld automatically take place, which 

automatic adjustment was found to take :place by 

Denison and Steele. 

The subsequent work of llao!nnes and co-
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l i.,4JB., nz IJZZ 
workers would indicate that with the G)':J.l8!'1Iliental. 

oonditions under ,1bich they vrere operating, this 

autoroatio adjustment of the indicator ion concentration 
doas not tai~e place except v1hen the concentration of 

the inc..:i ce.tor solution 1.s :previously adjusted tQ 

within api:iroxime.tely 5°/0 of the value :required by-
theory. Within. these comparatively narrow limits 

tho a'll.tomatio adjustment !)red:t.ct~d by Kohl?-ausoh 

a.ctu.ally does take !)lace.. Aooording to those 

authors, once the ad.justment of the indicator 

co~centration has been effected, the bou.ndary is 
stable throushout a 1arge rarige of potential gra~ients, 
Denison an.d Steele were restricted in the potential 

g1•e.dient employed vr1 thcut theoretical juotitieati on 

\vh:tle tTaoI?1.nea and co-workers are sim:t).arly restricted 

in the ce.se of the 1-nd:f.oator ion concentration. It 

should 'be noted be1'01"e leaving thia b~ief revietv 

of the work by these men that they have wt>rked 

e11tirolywi th desoendine; b o\mdarfes and acy automnt ic 

ooncent:ra.tion adjustment which ~ght have taken place 

would be suaoeptible of destruotion by gra:vity currents• 

Their rostuts, howe~er, represent tha highest acotll'acy 

yet obtained bf this or en y other method for that 
matter. 
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THEORETICAL 

we bn.ve found th2.t 1 with one 01' t'f."J'O 

exceptions, a bo,mttr~~r v;hich tra,rels with a. tuliform 

val oci ty under a constant potential gradient or 

where the change of velocity is proportional to the 

change in the potential gradient is one wl10:':le 

velocity cnn lJe relied 11:pon to five tho \irue -velor i t;f 

of the precod.ing ion constitutent. Por the 

production and m2intenance of n cood bou.na.a:r-y, 
lit 

Ji,rai1klin and Cady prescrfbe the folluwi:ng ccndi tions, 

and they will here be ta.."!ten up and. discussed in 

s o.rno detail , 

1. The indicator ion and inO..lc~to1.~ ion 

constituent must be specifically slower than the 

ion whose speed 1s being measured. lr the intUcmtor 

ion was faster than the io:i undel,. obuer-vn.tion, tr..o 

potential gradient ill the indicator solutiolt wtttld 

be lone1" th3n that in the precacling :3oluttbn 

( assuming a common ion of opposi ta eharge a.nd 

e~ual concentrations in both solutions), and once 

an indicator ion had crossed. the sui'face of 

separation of the two soluti.ons thus passing into a 

region of higher potential. its volocity woltl.d be 



in~reased, it would llass the ions it was au:proeed to 
trail, G.if fusicn of' the two phases would rasul t and 

the boundnry destroyed. If, on the other hand, tli.e 

following ions were 6peoif1-eally slower, the 
cli stri but ion of gradient would be reversed an(t, lf 

an indicator ion penetrated the praoedi11g solution,: 

the g~adient acting on it would be lessened and 

it would la3 beaind 'Jntil it f ~11 back or the 

boundary into a. rcgi.,n ot auoh potential slope 

that it could l:ae_p up with the boundary •. 

Experimental evidenoo of tl:e justification of this 

oondit1.on is found in the case of thalous ion as 

indicator for the potassi-wu ion. In water the Tl+ 
ion i.s very slightl;t i'aste1· than ·the K+ ion and 

tho former \7m~ld not serve,; as an indicator 

for the latter, whe:reas in anhydrous ncetio e.oid 

as solvent the reverse ia the case and a bonnclary. 

though not vary ahe.rp 1 wo.s still observable, 

2. If the menisaus ls to t1 .. avel up tha 

tuba, thor1 the i11dioator solutions must be heav:t.e1:9 

·than the supertmposed solution• !Jost of the work 

perforr(led in this research was upon ascending 

boundaries with ·anodes soluble under the action 
of the electric ctlrZ'ent as the source of indicating 



ions and the neoessi ty of this restriotl on was 

apparent tn seve~al oooaaions. Let the boundary in 
question be that between two different cation 

constituents travelling with the cu:ttrent and 
matched by anions. all of one kind; travelling 

against it. Since the ou.rrent in the circuit is 

the same throughout, 

C 'FA (u ' 0 + u •a.) = CFA(Uo + Ua,) =- 10001 (1) 

but a.t the boundary u• 0 = ¾ 
c• • VO +Ja . ~o since U'o l tr -· UO + Uc Uo 

o.UO+Ua, u• 11 L • u'c + u•a Uc Ne 

and we have here the derivation of a condition 

previously mentioned. This relation also emphasizes 

the point that when comparing the specific gravities 

of the preceding and following solutions, eqµ.1-
molar oonoentrations mu.at not be oom:pared, but the 

adjusted concentrations. Thus. Cu(N03)2 is 
speoifioally heavier than XNOa at equal oonoentrations 
but at the adjusted concentrations which ooour in a 
moving boundary e:q:,eriment the apecifio gravity of 

KNOs at C is slightlr greater than the speaific 



grflvi-;y of Cu(NOs) 2 at C' • which accounts for the fact 

that the blue color of the eu++ ion diffused rapidly 

through th~ tube when the attempt was made to 

utilize this ion as indicator for the potassium 

ion in O.l N :potassium nitrate. 
3. Tho current must not be strong enough 

to develop so much ~eat that the boundary will be 
distorted or destroyed. This is an extremely 
important restriction ·and, although convection 
currents are not e~menable to quanti tativo treatment, 

the qualitative conclusions are of considerable 
i;,., 

significance• Maoinnes and co-workers have d.ro.vm. 
the oonclus:ton• from experiments witll ascending 

boundaries utilizing the permanganate ion as the 
indicating anion. that the type of boundary 1s 
impracticable due to conveation currents in the 
indicator solution. The specific resistance of the 

adjusted indicator solution is greater than that of 

the observed solution, the magnitude of this difference 
depending on the relative velooities of the following 
and preoecling ions, and consequently the heat 

developed (the I2n) iA this portion of the tube ia 

greater than that in the other portions of the tube. 



Convection currents undoubtedly alter the boundary 
velooity at high current densities and thia is evidenced 

by the extreme oonvexity of the ma-rgin and its 
acceleration under a constant potential gradient., 

but at low current densities the boundary is 

remarkably flat and its specific velocity independent 
of the current density over a considerable range, 
if indicator ions are properly chosen. That these 
conclusions are correct will be shown later in 
oonnootion with the experimental part. For the 
present it Will euffia-, to say that it may become 

necessary on oooasion to determine the boundary 
velooity at a series of concentrations ana extrapolate 
to zero current density where convection currents 
could not possibly effect the progress of the 
boundary, 

4, The fall of potential along the tube 

must be large enough to bring out a good meniscus. 

There seem to be two factors affecting the sharpness 
and ease of detection of a refraction magrin, firstly, 
the difference in the indices of refraction of the 

two ~olutions forming the boundary. this being 

roughly proportional to the difference in specific 
gravities of the two solutions, and secondly. the 



relative velooities of the Dreaeding nnd indicator 

ions. The plane of separation of the two solutions 

is not a mathematical plane. that ia to say, the 

optical charaoterietias of the two solutions 

forming the bounaary do not suffer a.n abrupt 

oha.nge at the boundary but the ontics.l properties 

of the one merge more or less gradually into those 

of the other. The electrolyte in eaoh phase has a 

certain tena.enoy to diff'use into the other phase• 

which tendency is oounter~oted only by the potential. 

drop in the two phases at the boundary. The method 
of detecting the boundary is to move a black opaque 

screen vertically on an illuminutea. g1'01J.ncl glass 

background with the apparatus. in which tho boundary 
is ascending I between the eyfJ of tho o bse1•ver and 

this bnokground until the blao1c-whi te margin on the 

screen is sustained by the refraction margin. If 

the blaok......,_vhite edge is then st:l 11 further lowered 

the refraction margin appears as n sustained blaok 

line, due nrobably to total refleotion, since the 

edge is well within the critical angls for the 

boundary in which the medium of l"OWer index ia 

above and into which the light from the edge ot the 
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screen does not ::penetrate. If experimentally possible 

it would be interesting to determine the ellipticity 

of the light reflected from this interface when the 
incident light is plane polarized at 45o and, hence, 

the thickness of the transition layer between the 

two media. In any event. it is an experimental 

observation that the boundary sharpens with inareasing 

current density and that the more nearly the velocities 

of the ~receding and indicating ion constituents al'e 
to each other the higher the om-rent deneit~ necessary 
to bring out a sharp refraction ma:rgin. 

5. The electrode action must be suoh as not 
to introduce new ions, faster than the ones beine 
measured. T\vo methods are usually employed. in 

overcoming the possibility of electrode reactions 

introducing ions faster than the ions under observation. 
The one is to so construct the apparatu.e that the 

tube in which the boundary moves is far removed from 

the electrodes, thus minimizing the possibility of 

ions formed ~t the electrode penetrating the solution 

being observed and altering the boundary velocity. 

The other method used in combination with the above iS 
to make the eleotrodea of suoh materials and dipping 



into sueh solutions that there is r.o gas evolution 
and either no ions t>f high veloeity are formed or, 

if formed, they are dis~oeed of bef~re leaving 

the immediate neighborhood of the elactrov~. 

Pa.rtiuular types of elactrodes are described in 
the e:x:r,erimental :pa.rt. 

6. The electrolyte furnishing the 

18. 

indicator ion must not be subject to hydrolya:t.a 
since, if this oaoured to any appreciable e,rt:ent, 

there wou1d be released either H+ or otr ions. the 

two fastest ions, and although these ions would not 

destroy the boundary, they would ~enetrate the 
preceding solution, rendering this an isohydrio 

solution, and the velooity of the me.rgin would lo.dee 

its s:tgnifioanee. This, moreover, is ono oase in 
which a margin can travel with a velooity strictly 
proportional to the potential gradient acting on the 
preoed1-11g sollltion and yet not measu.re the t1-'11.le 

velocity of the Dreceding ion conatituont. Cadmium 
as indicator for K+ in !ITW3 gave small but consistent 

deviations and this wss ascribed to a slight hydrolysis 
of the Cd(NOs)a fonning the indicator aoluti on~ 
With cadmium as indioator for the x+ in Y~a in an-

hydrOll.$ acetic acid a.a solvent, the boundary velooit_ies 

were consistently 1ow though moving with uniform 



velocity~ Complex ion formation, which certainly 
ohareoterizes cadmium salts in water, of a type 

+ . n-
nHAo + Cd(Ao)2 = nll + Cd{Ae)n+e 

v,ould account for the behavior of Cd in acetic 

acid. .A.Iiothe1• example was furnished by the attempt 

to utilize Hg as a source of indicator ions for the 
K+ ion in KN03. The hydrolysis occuring here we.a 
so marked es to slow down the Hg++ /K+ margin very 

materially. 

7., The potential alope of that portion of 
the tube in v/nioh t_ri.e boundary moves must be known. 

and this is readily asoertained f:t\om the specific 

conductivity r£ the sol.ution vrhert no concentration 

changes take placein the solution. Kohlr.susch has 

mown thai unless a.n initial ~onoentrution difference 
and a variation of transference ratio w:tth· 

concentration both exist simultnneouclyt prolonged 
electrolysis vrill not alter the concentration of 
that ].)Ortion of e.nysecond class conductor far 

enough removed from the electrodes to be able to 

neglect diffusion effects :t'rom these. Such are 
the conditions under which the observ·ed acluti·on is 

electrolyzed in a moving boundary eXI,eriment and,. 

since the specific resistance of this solution is 
known and remains constant throughout the experiment, 



(sinoe the conaentration remains constant and uniform} 
the potential gradient in this solution is readily 

oalculatea from this resistance and the total 
current in the oirouit. 

E = IR 
X 

R =trr 
E Ix =n 

dE _ l ox - gr 
a. In the oase where soluble elaotrodes 

(3) 

a.re used in the initial formation of the boundary and 

as a source of the indicating ions. a further 
restriction must be imposed that the electrode 
material must bt pure. entirely soluble, and no 
other electrode reactions take place than t.~e one 

vmerein the indicating icns ere generated, The 

necessity ofthis reatriotion is apparent when we 
oonsider the possibility of a discharge of one of the 
ions of tha solvent with subsequent gas evolution and 
disruption of the boundary by ascending bubbles of the 

gas. It has been n oted in the use of certain meta.ls 

as anodest that, as the eleotra1ysia was continued and 
the concentration of the ion reversible with respect 
to that metal continued to increase around the 



electrode, the oleotrode :potential was bU.ilt up to 

such a value that gas evolution took place with a 

resulting destruction of the boundary. Further, 

the electrode reaction must not give rise to any ions 
ranter than the ions undel' o baerva ti ons, anf example 

of the results of a violation of this restriction 
being offered by the attempt to make the second class 

electrode Ae - AgEroa a sou.roe of tho indicating 

anions. :Br0a-. A pru.~tial reduction of the broma.te 
to bromide must hava taken plaoe in addition to the 

expected re 1lnction o:i? the silve:r• ion s inoo the 

bounclru.1 y; rroa-/nros-f moved abnormally slowly, 

In this method of moving boundaries which 
observes· but a single boundary and usas a soluble 

electrode as the sou.roe of indicator ions, the 

JtlSSage of l faraday brings about the solution of one 

ecµivalent weight of the metal (in the case of a 
boundary between cations) ao ion. Of this amount 

passing into the ionic state only n~ equivalents 

e.re transported a.\1ay from the electrode by the 

electrolyzing current, leaving l - n• 0 or n•a 

equivalents, elect1"ically compensated by the down-

ward migration of ni equivalents of the common anion 

into this region. This accumulation of electrolyte 



next to tho electrode is taken care of entirely by 

diffusion (possibly convection at higher current 
densities) andt since this diffusion la.ye~ is 

characteristio of this particular adaptation of the 
moving boundary method it was considered neaessary 

to in~estigate this more in detail. Resort was had 
J~.;,o 

to a solution of Fiok 's diffusion le.w by means or 

Fourier series and the equation finally obtained 

was, 

where k c:i diffusion coefficient of electrolyte in 
question 

G s:s I(l - n0) 
FA 

X a distance from electrode 

t = time 

C0 = initial concentration • 

. The accompanying plot. Figure I. of this equation for 

a typical case shows that at notime (in aqueous 

solutions, at least) does diffusion from the electrode 

alter the adjusted concentration of the indicator ion 

behind the boundary since by the time the edge of the 

idftu.sion layer has advanced a few mm. the boundary 

will have advanced several centimeters. 
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The equ.at ions used in caloulntion of rosul ts 

are most easi~V deri~ed from the general equation (1), 

I= oAF(u0 + Ua) (l) 

Ua • Uc.AF§ • nc. 11a + ¾. I 
¾ a~ (4) t 
nc. 

XOAF xCAF 
=- lT 111 WOOrt (5) 

Uc Uo dE ti.cl cix'--n (6) 

uo 
kAx (7) Cl -it 

Sinoe the total resistance of the cell 
increases as the boundary ascends the tube, as the 
indicator ion constituent must be specifically 

slower, a rheostat resistance in the circuit must be 

continually decreased and the time rate of this 
decrease is indication of the velocity of the 

indicator ion constituent and, hence, its t~ansport 

~umber. Consider n tube of length l in whioh the 
boundary is ata position x oms. from the bottom ae 
the tube 1 then 

Rtube = Rl-x + Rx, assuming I constant, 

R X k Ucit 
::!I flt • 

xcAF 
no o It 

Eliminating between (5) and (7) 

(7) 

(5) 



Equations (9) and (10) are alternative forms 
of the same equation depending on whether one wishes 

to determine the i coefficient or the g.. coefficient. 
Before attemptine to- apply this development, let us 



It ia to be noted that in the derivation of 

Equations 9 and 10 that the assumption is implicitly 

made that the specific velocity of the common ion 

constituent is the ea.me in both the preceding and the 

indicator electrolytes. such ia actually the case 

only in '\e ry special combinations- of electrolytes, 

25-a 

and we must aeek a more general relation for the gen.eral 

case. 

10-a 

which relation gives us the value of the adJueted 
I 

concentration when /{;, ia known aa a i'unction of the 

oonoentration and then from Equation 2 the value of 
I N0 may be computed. Silver as indicator ion ia the 

only case tested which even approximately fulfills 
I the conditions stipulated above and the value of N0 

for AgN0 3 oa.loulated by means of Equation 9, o.4608, 

ia in fair 9<3ree~ent with the value quoted by Jones 

and Mather for 0.1 N AgN0 3 at 30° of 0.4683. 



consider the conditions actually existent in the tube 

in which the boundary ascends. We have not in this 

development taken into account the effect of the 

diffusion layer next to the electrode. \mloh wlll be 
dR to reduce the value of the dx ooeffioient since the 

conductance of this portion of the tube is ~elatively 

high and beoomes more apprfcfable the lower the 

velocity of the boundary. In other words, the fil1 
coeffioient which we must substitute in Equation 9 

is the one we would get if we oould cause the 

boundary to ascend the tube instantaneously and yet 

have no convection currents since, under these 

conditions, the time would be zero and no diffusion 

could take place. It is an experimental observation 

that at high current density, convection currents 
undoubtedly penetrate this diffusion layer and tend 

to distribute the eleotrol~ in this layer uniformly 

throughout the region of indicator electrolyte so 

:that when this begins to take place the coefficient 

will suffer a aorrespondine decrease. Now if we 

:plot the ! coefficient as ordinate against the 

reciprocal or the ourrent density as abscissa~ and 
extre.polate a tangent to this curve at low current 

densities (before convection sets in) to zero value 



of absoissal, we will ~a~e the desired value of the 

coefficient for substitution in Equation (9), since 
a zero value for the reciprocal of the current 

density corresponds to an infinite current density. 

This method waa applied to some rather rough data 

on the Pb++ ion following x+ 1on in KN03. and the 

truth of the above argument tentatively verified. 

The results are recorded in the following paragr8l;)hs 

and it is interesting to note that the I versus 
l dE curves leaves the extrapolating tangent at 
1.i7 about the same value of: as the n0 versus g 
leaves the straight line in the plot described inn 
later ~aragraph. This work fUl'ther indicates a 

dR consistent value of the di coefficient as a possible 

criterion of a oorreotly functioning boundary. 

Figure 2 gives the value of the g coefficient 

for Pb as indicator for the K+ ion in 0.1 N :KI:TOa at 
25°c and a sari es of potential gradients. From these 

curves we get the data., 
dR 158 .£:. 166 133 l26 96 a:x om. 
dE 4 329 volts 8.658 12.99 17.32 21.64 ax • om. 
1;g 0.231 0.1155 0.07'!O o.0577 o,0461 
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Plotting d.B/dx a,eainat ciiTciX , we get the plot shown 

in Figure 3 and the extrapolated value of dlVd.x ia 

about 190 obma per cm.. subo-tituting thio value in 
I 

equation lO-a we obtain the value for /J , 0.00835 

From a epecifio conductance - conoentration plo-t 

we find thnt this corresponds to a value of ~/0.0925 

for the concentration, and thia value substituted 
I in E4uetion 2 gives for N0 the value o.474 which ia 

lower than tha value of o.487 quoted- by Noyes and 

Falk. When the largest value.of' dR/dx obtained in 

nny of this aeries of runs was aubotituteJ directly 

in- Equation 10-a.wit~out correcting for dif'fuaion 
I a. value or N0 wa.a obtained which was alightly-hiBher 

than the acoe:ptcd value --- whioh :probably meana that 

in our somewhat arbitrary olloice of the limiting value 

of dR/clx we chose a value too high. For AgN0 8 at the 

adjusted concentration and unoorreoted for diffuaion 

we get from Equations 2 and 10-a the value o.477 

which agrees rather closely with the value 0.468 

quoted by 1{acinnes and Cowperthwnite. 
aa Maclnnes, Cowperthwaite, and Huang have made 

the statement and o.dvanced evidence to show that 

ascending boundaries are inpracticable due to convection 

currents in the indicator solution, To meet these argu-

ments r.e ran a aeries of 



determinations on the same solution over a large 

range of potential gradients and plotting transport 

number against potential gradient found that the 

transport number was independent of potential 

gradient up to failrly high current densities 

where convection behind the bounda2·y became very 

noticeable and hence extroDolntion to zero current 

density where oonveotion could not possibly alter 
the boundary velocity was both expedient and noourate. 

In our work in aoatio acid as solvent where 

the bound!lries movo verly slowly r0la·tive to their 

velocities in water, it was impracticable to attempt 

to maintain n. oonotant ourrent throu~h tho apparatus 

and so tho CUl'rent ohanga under a constant potential 

was recorded in addition to the position of the 

meniscus• The method of an:1J.y~in$ the resulto in 

acatio acid is as follows . <fhe current was plotted 

as ordinate against time as abcissaEt- and on the same 

~lot the total distance the boundary haQ travelled 

was also plotted as o~dinate a3ainst tho same ti.me 

abscissae. Ordinates were erected at equal time 

intervals and the average current over one of these 

intervals (as taken from the ourve} r,as divided 



into the distanae travelled by the margin in the same 
interval. Tho constancy of this ratio was taken as an 
indication of a onrrectly moving boundary and from it 
the transport ratio. The ourvos were drawn on a large 

scale and the values used. in caloulating this ratio 

were taken from the smoothed curves through the 
plotted points. Since in this solvent of low dioleotric 
constant, and hence of low ionizing power, the 
refraction margins move so slowly that to observe them 
travel for more than n few centimeters introduces a 
prohibitiv-e t:1.me element, it was thought that taking 

the values frorn the smoothed curve would :partially 
eliminate accidental errors in the estimation of 

the position of the meniaous. 

This method in effeot is thus merely an 

integration of tho ou....~0nt-tit1e ow.~ve for total 

quantity of eloctricity pasoed in the given intervDJ. 

by tho tra~ezoidal rule. On one occasion the 
attempt was made to fit an empirical equat j_on to this 

I ==- f ( t) and the following !01,ms were found to i'1 t 

rather closely. 

I= a+ b log.(l+t) + o log2 (l+t) + d log3 (l+t) (11) 

and, 
I~ a+ b log0 ( l+t) (12) 



The evaluation of the constants in equation 

(11) is quite laborious and tho equation difficult to 
integrate as a definite intesral even after tho 

constants have been evaluated. The constants of 
equation {12) are rather easily determined by 

choosing proper points on the ourvo for their 

evaluation, but this eg_uatlon onn be integrated only 
by development into a power series and term by 

term integration, the eerios at first diverging and 

only converging slowly after sevoral terms, thus 

making the number of terms necessary to to.Jee into 

account prohibiti~g. In one case this method of 

determining the total quantity of electricity passed 

was utilized and agreed exoellent).y with the 

gra:phioal method, but the muah less worJc in\Colved. 

in the latter case led to its adoption for the general 

ease. 
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EXl?ER ILIBNTAL 

The preliminary work began with a cri tionl 

study of the moving boundary eXl)eriment as performed 
in the regular laboratory ooum3e in Eleotrochemistry 

here at the Univel'eity of Kansas. Thia experiment is 

of essentially the same type as those performed by 

Masson in that horizontal boundaries supported by 

a,gar are utilized wi~h colored ions ns indicatorions. 

The arrangement of ions was aa follows: 

cu I cu(mro). ++ so~- \ Ba++ 201-j ca: .. +2p10-I Pt 
Anoae 0.16 N 0,15N o.l5N C~thode 

Upon application of a constant potential aorosa the 

system the blue Cu(NHs ),i, +-tjna.++ boundary and the yellow 

Pio-/c1- boundary moved out from 09posite ends of 

the tube. the relative velocities indicating the 

transference number for BaCl2 at this concentration. 

lt was found that this method hnd two grave faults, 

nside from cataphoresis in tho ~gar. first, the 

presence of NH~+ ions which are faster than Ba++ ions 

in the Cu{NH3)4S06 solution serving ae the source of 

indicating cations and sodondly, the relenae of the 

fast hydroxyl ions a.t the oathode as a result of the 

discharge or the cation of the solvent. The apparatus 



was so oonstruoted that the cathode was not far removed 

from the anion boundary and these hydroxyl ions soon 
penetrated this region ana slowed up the cl-/Pio-

boundary. The first vitiating faotor was elimina tad 

by using cu++ ion alone as indicating cation and the 

seoond by introducing solid piorio acid around the 
cathode. The values then obtained were more 
consistent but still deviated widely from the 
accepted values. 

In oonneot1on with thit preliminary work it 
might be said tr.at this experiment has been substituted 

in the Eleotroohemistry laboratory by one ~hich grew 

out of eubaequent work on thie aubjeot. In the new 
laboratory exeroise the refrnotion margin between 

solutions of lead and ~otnssium nitrate formed by the 
solution of a lead anode under the action of the 

current is observed by the student. Agar is diapeneea 
with end a single ascending boundary observed.. The 

author oonstruated eight sets of Eg;>~aratus similar 
to the one to be described later~ Figura 5, ana these 

have been used with considerable success in giving 

the student e. :physical conoel)t of ionio velooi ties 

and at the same time furnishing an exercise which 

is capable of highly quantitative results. At first 



the student experiences a ome difi'ioulty in loon ting 

the refraction margin since he does not know what 

ta look for or expect but once looated, hem. usually 

surprised at the extrema sharpness of it. 

An a~paratu.s was than oonstructed with 

eleotrodes farther removed from the bounclaries and 

the results oeoame more consistent and roproduoible. 
"~Vork was then begun on o. single boundary, the "modus 

opera.ndi 0 being·as follows, the tube of known oroaa-

seotional area waa filled with BaCla - Agar solution, 

the anode chamber with a CU.SO• solution, and in the 

cathode chamber a few c.c. of dilute acotio or 

hydrochloric acid were introduced before filling with 

BaCls solution of the same conoentrutJ on as that in 

the Agar-gel in the tubo. The oathode was platinum 

and the anode of copter, and on fl> :plication of a 

potential across the system, the cu++ /Ba++ boundary 

moved out into the tube containing the BaCl2-Agar 

gel with a velocity approximately prop,ortional to 

the potential gradient in the preceding solution. 

In four of the experiments, performed as 

indicated in the preceding paragraph, advantage was 

taken of the opportunity of testing the atuteoent of 



Xohlrausch relative to the automatic oonoentration 

a.dju.stment of the indicator solution behind the 
boundary. In each of theoe four oases a given volume 
of the tube contenta was analyzed for ohloridos, by 

the Volhard method. immediately before and after 
the advance of the cu++/Be++ boundary through the 
volume analyzed. Tha following table inoorporates 

the reaultB of these analyses, 
n0 (for BaCl.2 at 25° and O,lN from Noyee) ... 0.427 

4 

llc(for CuCls at 25° and 0,064 from nein) •0.404 

Initial cone. 
of CuCla 

0.15 
0.09 
0.09 o.oa5 

Initial Cono, Final Cono, n' oc 1n /c 0 C of BaCl2 of CU.CJ~ 
0.1006 
0.1006 
0,1050 
0.1050 

0.09267 o.394 
0.09442 0.400 
0,09980 0,406 
0,10050 0,408 

Mean a 0,402 

The agreement is much better than was expected 
since the errors introduaed in anal~·int such a small 

amount of these oompa.rativel.y dilute solutions in the 

presence of Agar are possibl.y pretty largo, 
The i:r eliminary work thus far indicated that 

the uevelopment and maintenance of a boundary between 
aqueous solutions could best be effeoted by a method 

identical in principle with that used by Franklin and 



12, 
Cady in their work in liquid ammonia, in which a 

single boundary is developed at the junotion of the 

anode and the solution, the anode consisting of some 

metal which will pass into the ionic state under the 

aotion of the current and these cations, electrically 

balanced by the inward migra.t ion of anions fiTJ m the 

superimi,osed solution under observc:tj_ on, will form 

a solution of higher specific gravity and consequently 
a sharp refraction margin will be immediately developed 

between the two solutions. The oondit1ous to ba 

fulfilled by this anode material have baen dieouseed 

in connection with the theoretical part of this paper 
and nothing tu,rther will be said except that cadmium. 

a ilver, and lead proved exJ;>erimentally to be the ___ beat 

for this purpose, excluding the possibility of slight 
hydrolysis in the case of the cadmium, where potassium 

ni tra.te solutions were undor observa:tion - lead 

probably giving the beat results from overy point of 
view since the velocity of this ion is less than that 

of the potassium ion but the difference is not so 
great as to oause undue oonveationt and the higher 

speoifio gravity of the lead nitrate solution formed 

giving a very sharp and easily detectable refraction 
margin over a greater range of current densities and 

concentrations, 



The a~paratus and method involved irt these 

earlier ex~ riments is essentially the same ae that 

to be described later. The current in the oircuit 

was maintained oonstnnt by hand regulation of a 

rheostat and the current flowing measured by means 

of a milliammeter provided with npproDiate shunts. 

The following tables give a summary of ths reeulta 

obtained. 
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TABLE I 

Potassium Nitrate Solutions at 30°c. 

uo. C !nd.ioator dE/dx Uc Uo 

65 0.1 E' Al!, Bi743 0,0al5132 0.0007013 
66 H rr 8.334 6818 6981 
71 " ,r 4.089 2859 6992 
72 n ff 2.036 1424 6996 
73 ff ,, 12,27 8541 7002 
74 fl :Pb B.242 6726 6947 
75-a tt rr 4.098 2861 6998 
75-b r, tr 2.036 1426 7006 
7G ff n s .. 13s 5722 '1033 
78-a. ft ff 4.036 2805 6953 
78-b ft " 2,009 1403 6982 
7r/ tf rt 4,036 2829 7010 
80 jJ n 14.16 9986 ?050 
81 ff " 14,16 10010 '7069 
a2~a 11 ,Tf 8,066 5678 7039 
82-b " " 4.03G 2819 6986 
83 " Cd 4,036 2835 7023 
84 ff ff 8.0G6 5640 6993 

85 0,02 N Pb e.osa 6944 7641 
86 tr " 17.02 13140 '7718 
87 n n 17.02 13110 7703 

89 0.2 n Pb 8,696 6763 G61G 
90-a " " 2.167 1389 6410 
90-b ff It 1.079 06979 6470 
90-c rr " 2.167 1'103 6474 
91 " Cd 4.331 3015 6280 
92 rt " 8.696 5675 6678 
93 " ff 2,167 1405 6487 
91 " M 8,696 5639 6486 
95 IT t1 8,696 6711 6567 
96 tr Tt 8 .696 5817 6690 
97 rt n 4,~31 2881 6653 
98 n :Pb 4.331 2833 0543 
99-a it Cd e.G9S 5644 6490 
102 n :Pb 15.12 .01005 6648 

103 1.0 N Ag 5,417 2903 5359 
104 ff ff 5.417 2861 5282 
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TABLE II 
tfelocit~y of the Pote.ssium Ion Constituent. 

Uc, in O.l N .KNOa at 30°c. 
dE/dx 
(approx .. ) 

4 t1 / ll 

8 n / n 

14 n / n 

Silver 

----
0.0006992 

0.,0007013 
6981 

0,0007002 ----

Indio a tors 
Lead Cadmium 

0.0007006 
6982 -

0.0005999 0.0007023 
6953 
7010 ... ___....~----

6986 ___________ ..., ____ 

0.0006947 0.0006993 
7033 -7039 _ _____,_.. __ ........_. 

0 .000"/050 ______ .......,_ 

'7069 ----·-
Velocity of the Potassium Ion Constituent, 

Uct in 0.02 N KM03 at 30°c. 

9 volts/cm. 
11 " n 

0.0007641 

0.0007718 
7703 

Velocity of the Potassium Ion Constituent, Uc, 
in O .2 M KN03 a.t 30°c • 

l volt/cm. ~2------
2 volts/om 

4 n " o.0006653 

a tt " o.oooG4S5 

15 " n 

6567 
6690 

0,0006470 

0,0006410 
6474 

0,0006543 

0.0006&16 

0.0006648 

....,_._......._ ........... __ 

o.ooos4s7 
------.... ................ 

0,0006280 

0.0006678 
6490 

Velocity of the :Potassium Ion c·onsti tuent. U0 , 
in 1.0 N KNOe at 30°c. 

5 ~olts/om. 0.0005359 
0,0005282 
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TABLE III 

Summary of Transference :Data 

dE/d.Jt (approx.) Solution U0~ean) no n 
(be8t 

2 O.l N KNOo O.OOOG994 0.5097 
value) 

0,5097 
4 tT 6994 0,6097 
8 n 7001 OJ6103 14 " 70~-0 0.5131 
l 0.2 N KNO~ 6470 0.5064 0,5122 
2 " 6442 0.0042 
4 n 5543 0,5121 
8 n 6616 o.5178 

16 u 6648 0,5203 
9 0.02 N KNOB '7641 0,5039 0.5050 

17 n 7710 0,5084 

5 1.0 N KNOa 5321 0,6221 0.6221 

Notes on Table III, 
1. In the oase of the 0,1 N solutions, the 

average or mean values gi\ren axe thoseobtainerl giving 

the results from all threo indicators the same weight. 
2. !n the case of the 0,2 N solutiona, the 

mean vat uea given are those obtained by averaging only 

the data in which lead served as indicator, s:inoe the 

other values using the other trro indicnt01· s nre erratic 

and do not show the regularity that che.rncter·izea the 

values obtained using lead. 
3. The trbeat valuett of n0 is given taking 

into consideration the fact that the values of n0 

obtained at the lower potential slopes will probably 

be the most accurate, 



The appar·atus shown in Fig,,.re 4 was then 

const~ueted and consists of a system of threuuad rode 

anubevelpinions so arranged that a telescope end opaque 

scre.e~on a ground glass bnokgrou.nd oa.n ba raised or 
lowered simultane ou.sly and equipped with a olamp to 

hold the tube assemblage shown in Figures~ This 

entire system is then fastened to a thermostat with 

parallel glass side$. the moving boundary apparatus and 

background 'being immersed in the water of the thermo-
stat while the telescope ia outsid.a, A source of 

illumination is then placed behind tho glass back-
ground and as previously suggested. it is the 

distort ion of the movable blecJc margin on this back-

ground by the bounaary which ~errnits its dotection. 
This mechanical synohronism of the distortod margin 

imnge vrl. th tho J)O si tion of the tele eoo110 rend1ra 1 t 

muoh easier for the o:perntor to keep track of the 

bound.ury and still have time to r.10.ko the other 

obse~vations which nre necessary in a moving boundary 

determination. A telescope could only ba usca. t1hen 

solutions of hieh aoncentrntions were bcil1g 1.nvest!gnted• 

nt lower concentrations a hollow tube was substituted 

for the telescope merely to insure thnt tha bov.ndary 

was being located with the eye at a constant angle 



p-tJJ, 



,4()--,6 



to tha perpendicular. The inability to use e telescope 

at ordinary conoentrstiona is due to the fact that the 
reflectionimago of the botmdary and the graduation 
marks on the tube onnnot be 5otten simulta.neouoly into 

the fooal p lone oi the teleso o:pe • In future work it 

is proposed to 1.nterpose a convex len:l betwe9n the 
ba.cJcground and the tube so us to brlng tho refleotion 

image of the margin to foous on the tube ao that both 
the graduations on tha tube and the boundary can be 
brought to foou.s in tho observing telasoope, 

The apparatus in whioh the boundaries ware 

run is shown in Figure 6 and is self-explanatory. 

The cylindrical metal a.node is machined to fit the 

cali b~d:ad tube rather sn~ly ruid the a:P:m~oph<a te 

anode is wedged on to the p1s.tinum tip and slipped 

into the lower end of the tuba in which the boundncy 
is to run with the rubber conneotion so adjustod that 
there is but slight opportunity for the solution to 
slip down betwe~n the sides of the tube nnd the 
metal anode and no opportunity for the solui;~ on to 

vork its way down and come in contact ~ith tho 

platinum tip, Tho eleotrode was ordinarily 

moistened witµ solution before adjustment so that 



when the solution was introduoed into the tube from 
above there would be little tendenoy for air bubbles 

to remain attached to the metal eleotrode, a bother-
some ocourence in earlier work, The ohathode chamber 
is much the same as the one recommended by Maornnes 

I 
and Brighton and 1s ao constructed as to remove the 
cathode to quite a distance from the tube in which 
the boundarr travels. The cathode proper is eo 
arranged as to prevent gas evolution and also to 
prevent release of the fast hydroxyl ions. 

An eXl)eriment is performed by assembling 

the apparatus, filling with the solution whose 

transference data is to be determinted, adjusting 
in ~lace in the thermostat and allowing to coma 
to the temperature of the latter, The apparatus 
is then oonneoted in series vii th a 400 volt "B" 
batteey, arranged to give potentials from 200 to 400 

volts in 2 volt steps, a rheostat or variable 

resistance, and a standard resistunoe connected to a 
potentiometer for determining the current in the 
circuit. The potential is then adjusted, with soma 

resistance cut in, to giv,e the current at which the 

boundary is to b3 run, and thtls resistance is then 



gradually cut out as the boundary a.soenda the tuba 

so as to keep the c't!'rent in the circuit a constant 
and hence the potential e.oting on the :r.,reoeding ions. 
The tube is graduated according to Maoinnes, 

2Z Cowperthwaite, and Huang, which method has the 
advantage that at no time is the boundary directly 
behind a graduation mark on the tube, and by means 

of a pair of stop watches. the time required for 

the boundary to move from one centimeter m~rk to 
the next is recorded. The follovJing data shows the 

method of tabulating results and indicates the 
constancy with which the boundary moves under a 

constant potential gradient. 
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Experiment Number ___ Date~Tube Number // 

.Anode .. tJ Solution(&/~ Cathode 1~] ,O!:, 

&aP/21)/) a aiea 1 tfJIJ AaJ.117 1alJI t, $61,J-
/l /2,R, 12. dE/a1' 12.9 dX/dt(),/JM,Zf/Uo~h1[JD.o 4 £11() 

r IJ. ;-'//!- e~rl; 

At current R D1atanoe 
£[.e.(j. t,f!aQ; 12,.~C/ll.f 

q,'14 ;w_ 4/)() 
' ,, 
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,, 

22.Z/2. i.t1.~ 

6.t fl.J. 
,, 

2114 S:M 
6-.' (Jr,_{. 

,, 
/.£7/J hi/JI) 

'-./a.r:.i 
,, 

Lfl/J Z~a ' 
l/12.~ 

,, 
/t.rlJ Ra~ ,, 

/4ft? gee t./i1.. 
l/o.1 

II 

11(;/J H-«J 
;{y_::i'al18 
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1t a&41J() a 1;,1~~ 1 lt?a Aa111JtJ 112. e; t/~ 6 
A ,12(),12. dE/d:x,?,£76 oi/dt __ uca~1.flZUcf.~e1f,JiotZfl/2. 

(}, S-1 ,t /- ~t)/-f; 
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I/ 
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,, 
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A series of obsarvations of this type were 

ms.de upon Otl N KN03 at 25° with silver and lead 

as indicator ions nnd two different sizes of tubes 

in which the boundaries moved, and ut a variety of 

potential gradients with the obJect in mind or 
ascertaining the effedt on the boundary velocity and 

the stability of the boundary u.nd~r various-- gradients• 

The results are shown graphically in Figure 6 from 

which we can conclude that over a oonsider~.ble range 

of potential gradients, the specific boundnry velocity 

is g_u.1te inde:pena.ent of the gradient. At higher 

current densities where oonvectinn currents begin to 

become appreciable~ the boundary velocity is too 

high, A possible ~xplanation is that at the higher 

current densities the increased oonveotion penetrates 

the diffusion layer next to the electrode and carries 

solution of higher concentration up to the boundary, 

thus altering the automatically adjusted concentration 

behind the boundary, The values of n0 determined at 

the higher o1.ll:'rent densities were oalou.lnted taking 

an average velocity of the boundary during the run. 

That the boundary velocity, however, suffers a 

slight acceleration during the run is shown by 
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reference to Figure 7 whara the alight ou.rvnture 

denotes accel~ration, If we take the slope of thls 

curve et zero distance or time and use 1 t in 

oaloulat1ng the transport number, we get a value, 
n0 = 0.521 but slightly higher thm the extrapolated 

value, indicating that at hitSh current densities 

the vitiating effect of conveotion inoreo.oes with 

the increasing 2:one of. indicator eleotrolyte 1 v1hioh 

is r~ther what would be exp0oteQ, 

The ohief attributes of the method as thus 

far develo_pecl are the extreme oaso of 1nitiully 

forming the boundary and the absence of any 

neaessity of previous adjustment of the indicator 

ion conoentration. In opposition to these 

advantages, however. ie the rather eeri•ous 

9bjeotion that it is limited to cation boundaries 
and to salts containing only anions that w111 not 

precipitate with the available indioatine oe.ti one. 

It oooured to the author thnt since eleotrodea of 
the first olass had been such a successful sou.roe 

of indicating cations. eleotroiee of tho second 

class might be an equally succosaful source of 

indicating anions. The full consequences of this 
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possibility have not been determined a a yet, but 

~nough has been done to 1ndioate the greatly 

enhanoed range of the method by the uaa o~ 

eleQtrodes of this type, 

The first anion boundary attempted was 
a qualitative one in which an Hg - HgI paete in 

contact with an Hg cathode wee made the sou.roe of 
indicating iodide ions to follow the hydroxyl ions 

in KOH. Upon application of a potential across the 
cell orr-/1- boundary moved away from the liquid 

paste interface just as the oat1on bound~riea move 
awa.y from the :J_iquid metal interfaco, and the arune 

diffusion layer next to this eleotrods is davolopad 
as in the case of cation boundaries. In eonneotion 
with this J;E.rt1oular boundary it should bo noted that 

1n addition to the precedine or/r mnrbin there 
were two fainter margins trailing behind at lower 
velocities, du& possibly to mez,gins of the type 

x-/Hg!a-. 
The following anion margins were then 

investigated quantitatively. Ag-.Age020• with 0,1 B KCl -
Resistanoe ot the cell increased normally but no 
boundary appeared, KaC20• probably not dense enough 



at the adjusted ooncentration. The cathode Eihowed 

normal reduction, thero was m gas evolution a11d the 

tube was clear throughout. Silver permanganate was 

not sufficiently stable to permit ite use &an source 

of indicator ions. no boundaries we1 .. e obtainable w1 th 

1?.gSCN or .AgP.. SO,. in O itl rt KCl al thoueh the oath ode a 

behavad normally, epecifia gravity probably uooounting 

tor this failure also• Silvor iodide ee1·vecl as an 

ezce llent s 01.U'ce of :f.ndicating anions for the bromide 

ion in O .1 N KBr and tho mean of two closely Elf,-Teei ng 

determ1.ne.tions at tho lonoat current donoities at which 
sha.Tp margins wero obtainable cave the vnluo 

11a = o.5208 for 0.1 n KBr at 25°c. v/nich is in very 

good agreement v,1 th the value of O .519 given by 

Dennison and Steele. The chromato io11 from .AgaaCrO,a. 

gave ezcellont boundaries with the nniona of KCl 

and ITHOa respectively, but determinations over a 
large enough range of potential gradients were not 
run from which to draw eny f ino.l c cnclUE ions. It is 

noteworthy 1 howover 1 thnt the refraction margin was 

exactly coincident with the color mrgin a1it at no 

t:ime nus the sligl1test tinge of yollov, evident above 

the boundary, Uh.en the attem,Pt v:as made to get the 
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chromate ion to follow the bromide ion in KBr. the 
yellow color soon diffused t~oughout the tube, due 
to tho fact that the ltiiCro~ solution at the adJusted 
oonaentration was specifically lighter thnn the 
superimposed solution of KBr • Qual1 tar, i ve boundari ea 

were developed with several organic anions, and this 
is the mast promising Soll.l'ce of indicating anions 
aL nee the silver aa.l ta of these anions are usually 

insoluble, and the anions themselves are heavy and 

slow. In the development of an anion boundary• a 
paste 0£ finely powdered precipitated silver and the 
insoluble silver salt of the anion to eot aa indioator 
is ma.de and paoked in a.round a spi1•a1 of silver wire 

sealed into the lower end of the tube in ,h ioh the 

boundary is to move. A small picco of filter paper 

1s then tamped on top of this pasto to prevent 
stirring up of the paste when the ::iolution o:r 
electrolyte is introduced into the tube. As the 
ail ver is reduced and the anions released.. the ever 

increasing region of reduced silver at tha toD of 

the paste is readily visible. 
The maJor portion of the work :performed 

~inoe that done for the Mastar•s degree has beea 



in anhydrous aoetio acid as solvent. This solvent 
was chosen largely because of its availability in a 
relatively pure state. becaUDe it 1s more or less 
representative of solvents of low dieleotrio constant 
in which anomalies ooour in conductivity - conoentration 
curves, and beoause othe1· p1•0:pertiee of this aubstanoe 

a.a a sol vent are being studied here at Kansas 

University. 
The alkali ncetatea wcrs chosen as solutes 

because of their high solubility and the data available 
on the oonduotanoe of these solutions. Sodium e.nd 

potassium acetate were Dreparad by neutralizing the 

corresponding hydroxide in water solubion by an 
excess of glacial acetic ucid-Jo.nd evaporating the 

~esulting oolution to dryness and heating for some time 

at a temperature somewhat above the boiling point of 

the so.tu.rated soluti. on. Their melting point was ta.ken 

as the standard of thei1" purity and both of the 

anhydrous salts melted rather sharply at the correot 

temperature. 

The solutions were prepared by direct 

weighing and no attempt was made to adjust the 

concentration to an even fractional val ua • .A glass 
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sto~~ered Erlenmeyer flask was dried and weighed, 

some of the anhydrous aoetate introduced and heated 

to a constant weight. The solvent was then introduced 
and a.gain the weight recorded. To find the volume 

concentration of the resulting solutions it was 

necessary to know the density of the solution, end 
this was determined by means of an Ostwald-Sprengel 
pyknometer at 25°c. 

The viscosity of these solutions was 
determined at the same temperature by means or en 

Ostwald pipette, using 6 o,o, port1onaof the solution 

and with a pi~ette of such dimensions that the time 
of efflux varied from about one hundred to tm 

hundred seconds in the range of oonoentrations used. 
The density-oonoentration plot closely aDprox!mates 

a straight line and aoourately extrapolates to the 

density of anhydrous aoetio noid found in the tablas. 
The viscosity-oonoentration plot shows a convexity 

toward the oonaentration axis, but all points fell 

rather accurately on a smooth curve which readily 

extrapolates to the vieoosity of the pure solvent 

found in the literature~ Since all the concentrations 
measured are :fractional ones the following tables 



are interpolated values taken from the smoothed 

curves at the integral fractional concentration 

listed, 

VISCOSITY 

Cono. KA.a NaAo 

o.o 0.01141 :poiEle 0,01141 poise 
0.1 1277 1257 
0.2 1424 1384 
o.3 1592 1536 
o.4 1795 1703 
0.5 2035 1894 
0.6 2293 2105 

DENSITY 

Cono. KAO NaAo 

0 1.0445 /o.c, 1.0445 /c .o • 
0.1 1.0498 1.0487 
0.2 1.0551 1,0529 
0.3 1.0604 1.0570 
0.4 1.0668 1,0612 
o.5 1.0111 l.0654 
o.6 1,0765 1,0696 
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The conductivities were meaatiJ:-ed by means of 

the bridge system diagrummed 1n Figure a. The source 
of bridBe potential is an a.ndion oaoillator whose 

frequency is variable and the output from the bridge 

is passed through one state of audio-frequency 

amplification before detection in the phones. The 
audion oscillator 1s the souxce of a remarkably :pure 

sine wave potential, and thla probably aocnunts for 

the unusually quiet and shru:ap minima obtainable in 

the conductunoe measurements• one small defect of 

thia arrangement is the varintt on of the frequency 

with the load but this was largely eliminated by 

inserting the tr4D-Sformer between the output of the 

oscillator and the input of the bridge. A cell of 

cdnstant about 0.1 wa.e used in measuring the 
conductivities of the oolutions in aoetio acid vhile 

a. cell \vhose co1:stant was about O .4 was used 1 n 

measuring the conductivities in water. The 

oonduotivity of tmacetio acid employed as solvent 
was well below that of the best conductivity water 

available and this, together with the freezing point, 

was taken as the criteria of the "electrical" purity 

of the aoetio aoid. The aoid used had a higher 
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melting point (16.~6°} and a lower conductivity 

than the C.?. "Speoinl" br•nnd sold by Baker. The 

equivalent oonduotanoe of the solutions in acetic 

acid agree very wall with the values of Hopfgartnor 

quoted in Walden nnas LeitMermogen der 10swigenn 

exce~t at the higher oonoentrationa where our 

values are slightly but consistently higher. 

The data quoted by VOllmcr is considerably at 

variance with either of the precedins sets. 
The equivalent oond1:.0tivity of KAo 

goes through a minimum at about 0,03 Rand that of 

Na.Ao at about 0.05 N. Since the method of moving 

boundaries is available from conc0ntrationa of this 

order on up, (the uppur limit is a matter of 

question - with very small bore tubes it may be 

possible to run up to aa high as one or two normal) 

we endeavored to choose conoentrations such that 

some light might possibly bo thrown on this miomaly 

which oharaoterizea solutions of eleot~olytes in 

many solvents of low dielectrio constant. 

Sharp. stable; refraction margins were 

obtained with both Cd and Pb us a source of 

indicator ions, and the results of a tUPioal 

determination are reoorded in the following tables. 
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Moving noundary Determinntion on Solution of 

¾(518.802) + Na.Ao (8.3613). 

Time· Time 

1126 P,M. 0 hrs. 
3;36 2.11 
6:04 3,63 
7:09 6,71 
9:38 a.20 
'7:11 A,ll.17,75 

10:44 21,30 
12: 22 P .1.r.22 .93 
4t09 26,71 
5:35 28,16 

10:21 32,91 
8t23 A.M,42.93 

Distance 

o.oo oms. 
0,090 
0.148 
0 .250 
0.395 
o.790 
o.918 
o.950 
1.070 
1,125 
1.246 
1,525 

Current Remarks 

0,1499 M.A. Pb anode 
1365 Tube #1, 
1282 A• 0,1872 
1182 emf oonst, 
1091 at oa.200 
0860 volts 
0803 2/28/28 
0780 
0734 
0717 
0669 
0594 

This data ia then ,!ilottcd on a large scale 

as described in a previous oeotion and the following 

vaLuea taken fro~ the smoothed curves through the 

plotted ~oints. In this case a fo,..ll' ffou.r period nns 

taken as tho time inteval • The fil'st oolumn ia tho 

median hour of the inte~al, tho sooond the position of 

the meniscus at the end of tho eivon interval, the third 
the distance travelled during the interval, the fourth 

the mean au.rr0nt d~J ng the interval, and the fifth is 

the ratio of the distance tr~velled to tha ~ean current. 

Hour XB Ax IAvsrage llX -,-
2 0.200 oms, 0,200 ems. 0,1368 M,A. 1.46 
6 o.386 18G 1178 1.58 

10 o.555 169 1041 1.62 
14 0,711 156 0939 1,66 
18 0,855 144 0864 l.67 
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Hom" X2 Ax lAV• .Lt~ --r-
22 0,990 0,135 0.0785 l.70 
26 1,114 124 742 1.67 
30 1.228 114 699 l.63 
34 1,335 107 660 1.62 
38 1,437 102 630 1.62 
42 1,535 098 600 1.53 
46 1,630 095 573 l.G~ 

Best mean i= 1,641~.00G 

1,641 4 ~~
9
~,A, = l,G41 ems. • 0.1140 

14.4 ump.-soc, 

N~ = 0 .2036X96494i( 0 ,1872 v o 1140 .. o ,4191 
v 1000 A ' 

xCFA • _Q!! • _..! 
Sinoe No~ lOOOit /000 It 

The oonstanoy of the~r ooeffiQient ie taken ae 

indicating that the boundary is a correct one and is 

not being vitiated by oonveotion. Tho values obtr.dnad 
with lead as indicator ion were consistently 

reproducible while thoID obtained with oad.rniwn were 

much lower and fluatu.rated violently, though in any 

ona determination the ratio¥ might be as constant 
as 1n the lead determinations. The attempt was made, 

therefore, to obtain a check on the values obtained 

with the lead aa indicator using a different indicator. 

Thallium proved to be the desired source of 

indioator !ons and the oorreoted value obtained with 

this ion as indicator agreed very well with the value 

obtained with lead for the same solution. 



The term "oorreoted value" requires an 

explanation. At the relatively high oonoentration 
of KAc at which the thallium. and lend yal uee wore 

oom_pared, there is considerable convection in .:~ho 

indicator solution at the current density neoeaeary 
to bring out a sharp margin and nnaleeoue to 
similar conditions in water solutions the x+/Tl-

boundary was accelerated nnd the value ~uoted is that 
obtained by taking the value of '4r from the smoothed 
plot of A1 versus time at zero time• Sinoe the 
aooura.cy of these results 1s not very high, it ba1ng 

feasible to observe the boundary only for one or two 

centimetel"s as a rule; this mathod. of correoting 

for oonveotion 1s probably within the limits of error. 
Ur.der e. con strut t potential across the 

apparatus end using leed as a source of indioetor 

ions the current drop ae the boundary ascends the 

tube is very large, indicating that Pb(Ac)s (the 

analogue of Pb(OH)2 in water solutions} is a very 

weak base. On the same argument we must conolude 

that 1"'J-Ao i$ almost as strong a base as KAc sinoe 
tha current drops but little as the K+/Tl+ boundary 

ascends the tube. From donductanoe data we must 

likewise conclude that NaAo while still a stronger 
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base than Pb (Ac) n is t1eak as oom1mrcd with K.Ac • The 

choice of those electrolytes ao solutes is possibly 

unfortunate since their conductance is considerably 
low€r than tha.t of se.lt electrolytes at the same 

concentration, tlms increc.sinc tho time roc1uil"ed 

in rraking observations upon a single boundary. 

Solution Cone. Eq. oond. 

Y..A.e 0.2765 0.4936 
O.ll.93 0.2624 

NaAc 

0.0383 

0,5554 

0,0530 
0.0760 

0.2036 

0.4965 

0,0350 

1.163 

0.0836 
o.os928 

0.1482 

0,4:286 

0,0796 

n 
Pb Tl° Cd 

0.430 o.426 
o.4378 0,1202 
0,4384 
0,4380 

0.450 0.317 

Ho reliable data 
obtained on this 
cono. aA yet. 

0.4202 

0.1925 
0,2313 

No margins visible 
at this cono. 



The abnormal behavior of the Cd as source 

of indioato1' ion may be explained in a mannel" 

suggested in a previous section, that is. cot1plex 

ion formation with li bc11 0.t ion of the fast l1yd1•ogen 

ion. The dataia too meagre as yet to dre.w uny 

definite conclusions in this connoction. 

Tentatively aoceptin6 tho v~uos obtained 

with lead as indionto:r ion and checked ni th 

thallium as the correct values. we are .fo:r·ood to 

conclude that though the o qui valont conducto.nce of 

tho solution ia undergoing G.11 unomul~r the 

tJmnsferonca numue::·a o.re bohuving :perfectly normally, 

that is. approaching o.6 c.o the concentrc.tion 

d.ecreaoes, ana. that the minimun in the conduotanae -

oonoontratio.n function is not duo to either ionio 

ape~ies in particular but is affeotil'lg both ion 
constituent velocitios to about th~ Daw.e m-:tont.-, 

Before we cn.n get a posi ti ;re clue -'i;c, the cause of 

this anomaly, other pr ope rt ies, ;perticulnrly the 

molecular refraction end molecular polarizetion 

of the solutions in this conoentrstion region must 

be determined~ 



SU!EtARY 

A method of ascendlns bound~riea haa been 
developed with metallic electrodes of tha first 

class as tho souroe of indicating antions ana. 

insoluble salt electrodes of the second class na 

the source o:f' ima.iot1ting anions. 

The various factors influencing the initial 

uevelo~ment and maintenance of n boundary or 

refraction margin have been studied and methods 

of attack and traatment devolopod wherever ;possible, 
The value or the tran~ort number of the 

potassium ion in o.1 rr tNOa at 30° has been found 

to be 0,5097 and at 26°, o.5118, which variation 

is in agreement with the tempernt uz-e· coeff1c1 ent 

for the co11duotnnca of the i')Ota~?Oi'Ulll ion over 

this temperature interval. 
The method hao boen a:ppli~d to a solvent 

of lo~ diolectrio constant, acetic aoid 1 ann with 

certain minor modifioationa, has b~en found 
available in the study of ionic velooitiea in 

a solvant of this tYJ)e. 
The transference data of solutions of KAO 



and Na.Ao solutious in acetio acid have been 
determined and found to be nearly independent of 

concentration over the ran;e studied, a renge in 
which the equivalent eonductanoe of these aame 
solutions is undergoing mn.rkod cho.nres. 
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